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Abstract
In light of sociolinguist phonological change, the following study investigates the [j] sound in the speech of Kuwaitis as the predominant form and characterizes the sedentary population which is made up of both the indigenous and non-indigenous group; while [ʤ] is the realisation of the Bedouins who are also a part of the indigenous population. Although [ʤ] is the classical variant, it has, for some time, been regarded by Kuwaitis as the stigmatized form and the [j] as the one that carries prestige. This study examines the change of status of [j] and [ʤ] in the speech of Kuwaitis. The main hypothesis is that [j] no longer carries prestige. To test this hypothesis, 40 Kuwaitis of different gender, ages, educational background, and social networks were spontaneously chosen to be interviewed. Their speech was phonetically transcribed and accordingly was quantitatively and qualitatively analyzed. Results indicate that the [j] variant is undergoing change of status and that the social parameters and the significant political and social changes, that Kuwait has undergone recently, have triggered this linguistic shift.
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1. Introduction
Phonological variation is often studied from a sociolinguistic point of view, i.e., by examining the use of variants as a function of external factors such as, sex, age, style, register, and social class (Antilla, 2003). There is a growing awareness that a fruitful cooperation between the diachronic (change of studies over time) and synchronic (limits study to a certain time) study of language variation and change and work in phonological theory is both possible and desirable. The study of language variation and change would benefit from this kind of cooperation on the conceptual and theoretical levels as it enables linguists identify change and reasons behind change. Phonological theory may well profit from a greater use of what is commonly called external evidence (Henskins et al, 1997). The concept of external evidence as a reflection of acquisition patterns, languages comparison, and - in the case of this study- dialectal differences (Zwicky, 1980:598).

Contact between various Arabic vernaculars particularly in the cities and studies of dialect contact (e.g., Salem, 2013; Taqi, 2010; Henkin, 2010; Hoffman, 2008; Al-wer 2007; 2002; Trudgill & Kerswill, 2005); have always attracted the interest of sociolinguists who are trying to seek answers as to how and why mutually intelligible linguistic varieties may influence one another when they come into contact, and more importantly the linguistic outcomes of such contact.

Kuwaiti Arabic has been the focus of many researches interested in variation (Dashti, 1998, Taqi, 2010 Dashti & Dashti 2015 among others). The socio-ethnic diversity in a very small country such as Kuwait, makes it one of the most interesting socio-phonetic places to investigate. In addition, rapid political and social changes influence the rapid phonological changes in terms of what could be considered prestigious and what could not be in the Kuwaiti dialect.

This study investigates the variables [j] and [ʤ] in the context of Kuwaiti Arabic. At first, a review of the literature associated with phonological variation, and especially Kuwaiti Arabic variation will be presented. After stating the research questions, the authors will state the methodology utilized to conduct the study. This will be followed by the results, which will be analyzed in detail in connection with the literature review in the discussion section. Finally, a brief conclusion will provide a clear statement of results and future anticipated studies related to the research.
1. People of Kuwait

The capital and original settlement, Kuwait city, is small in both area and population. Most of the country's people live in this city's suburbs and a few outlying towns. Even most of Kuwait's Bedouin--Arabs who are traditionally nomadic--have settled into permanent residences in the districts outside the capital. Thus, virtually the entire population is urban. Kuwaits often refer to "inner" Kuwait with its more liberal and cosmopolitan atmosphere and "outer" Kuwait, farther from the central city, where conservative Bedouin and tribal influences are stronger. It is not a secret to say that the population of Kuwait is, socially, divided into two main groups, that is, Bedouins and Sedentary. Kuwaitis may be easily recognized by their last names as to which tribe or sect they belong to. Phonological variations in the speech of inner city Kuwaits and outer city Kuwaits are recognized by all Kuwaitis.

1.2 The variable (d̪j)

All over the Arabic speaking communities the (d̪j) variable has a remarkable number of variants:

1. [d̪j], the classical Arabic variant identified as a voiced palatal-velar glide. It has also found in most natively spoken varieties.
2. [j] A variant popular in Eastern Arabian dialects identified as a voices palatal glide.
3. [g] A variant of colloquial Egyptian Arabic and some Eastern Arabian dialects identified as a voiced velar stop.
4. [ʒ] A variant used in urban dialects of the Levant identified as voiced palatal-velar fricative.
5. [gj] A voiced velar stop followed by voiced palatal glide.

Kuwaiti Arabic has the following variants of the variable (d̪j):
- [d̪j] voiced palatal-velar affricate
- [j] voiced palatal glide.

1.3 Rational of the study

Sociolinguists are always interested in the change of the use of variants of a given phonological variable. The Kuwaiti variant [d̪j] of the variable (d̪j), though it is the classical variant, has long been regarded by Kuwaits as the stigmatized form and the [j] as the one that carries prestige. This is mainly due to the fact that Classical Arabic (CA hereafter) is not the spoken variety in Kuwait. A number of studies have studied the notion of diglossia in Kuwait where [j] and [d̪j] are in complementary distribution, for example (Dashti & Dashti, 2015; Al-qenaie, 2011; Taqi, 2010; Alrabaa, 1986), yet, diglossia is beyond the scope of this study. As the amount of use of the [d̪j] variant fluctuates according to social and political influences, this study was initiated by the major social and political changes Kuwait has seen lately. Thus, there might be a change of status in the use of either variants [j] and [d̪j]. Investigation of such a linguistic change could point to a fundamental geopolitical shift of power amongst the competing Bedouins and Sedentary social groups in the country.

2. Theoretical Framework and Literature review

Ingham (1982) claims that in Kuwait and also in the other Gulf States [j] is the predominant form and characterizes the sedentary population which is made up of both the indigenous and non-indigenous group while [d̪j] is the pronunciation of the Bedouins who are also a part of the indigenous population. Holes (1995) questioned what Ingham (1982:32) referred to as the “multivalency” of dialectical features. The traditional dialectical approach was based on recordings that manifested variation between [j] and [d̪j]; this attempt at recording such variation was with no attempt at explaining the social values behind the choice of a certain variable rather than the other in any particular Gulf country. He (ibid) adds that in the absence of any research methodology aimed at discovering which type of speaker says what, to whom, when, and ultimately why, a concrete conclusion could not be reached. Studies of the (d̪j) variable in the Gulf suggest that this variable is greatly involved in linguistic change (Holes, 1980, 1983a, 1983b, 1987, 1995; Johnstone, 1963, 1965, 1967), and especially in Kuwait (Al-Saba’n 1983).

Foulkes and Docherty (2007) illustrated several social parameters that are frequently used in phonological variation studies, namely geographical area, social class and social network, age, sex and gender, race and ethnicity. They investigated the intervocalic /t/-glossalling in two different speaking styles (formal and casual) in Cambridge RP to illustrate how social characteristics influences speakers’ phonological realisation. Abdeljawad & Abdeljawad (2013:10) “stated that within the same community, different groups of people go through various, economic, political and cultural processes resulting in competing patterns which may lead to inconsistencies in the application of variation’. For example, “the Bedouin varieties may be seen as the norm in some communities because they are associated with dominant and powerful groups in places such as Jordan and the Gulf region” (Habib 2011; Sulieman 2004). Moreover, urbanization, one of the socioeconomic processes, is usually faster among certain social groups than others. This creates a situation whereby in the same household three different patterns may coexist: the parents’ patterns, which usually preserve the original domestic forms; female patterns, "which adopt the urban features , and male patterns, which retain the dominant Bedouin features (Habib 2010; Amara 2005.).

Besides age and gender, social network, too, is an important sociolinguistic parameter in language variation scenarios (Borgati, Halgin, 2011; Hajji & Embarki, 2008). Social network, which was identified by Labov (1972), Milroy (1980) and Milroy and Gordon (2002), focused on the differences between “dense” network and "loose" network. . L.
Milroy (1980) states that the social network concept investigates the kind of density of relationship which an individual has within the community. A link between two individuals, for example, will be uniplex if they are related in one capacity, such as doctor/patient. On the other hand, the link is multiplex if the ties are in more than one capacity, e.g. friends, neighbors. Density refers to the actual number of links that could exist between all the members of an individual's social network. This study reflects multiplex relationships, where family ties, friendships and neighbors are main areas of investigation.

It is worthwhile shedding light on power and structure of Arab countries. Within Arab countries, some national groups in addition to social, ethnic, and tribal groups usually entertain more political, economic, or tribal power than others which eventually offers their varieties a high status in these countries (Abdeljawad & Abdeljawad 2013; Taqi 2010; Bassionney 2009). Holes (1995) in the context of Bahrain, associates these varieties with the royal family. More importantly, speakers tend to accommodate their speech to the politically dominant group variety to assimilate. Phillipson (1992) refers to the dominant group as the “core” group, and to the less dominant as the “periphery” group.

Acosta-Martinez’s (2014) examined the phonological process of semi-vocalization in which liquid segments (i.e. /l, r/) become a palatal glide [j] in coda position; it looked at both intra and extra linguistic factors impact on variation patterns of language use among speakers from rural communities of the Dominican Republic. The study, mainly examined the density and multiplexity relationships of speakers network to determine whether they could predict speakers’ linguistic behavior. Research suggest that speakers integrated into dense and multiplex networks tend to use more vernacular forms (e.g. semi-vocalization) than speakers integrated into less dense and uniplex networks. Moreover, the study examined the type of ties an individual has with his/her local group; given that individuals with close-knit ties to the local group are found to be more likely to use vernacular forms than those with loose-knit ties (Milroy, 1980), the examination of such ties could predict the linguistic behavior of speakers concerning semi-vocalization. The results revealed that phonological context, position within the word and stress, as well as speakers’ level of education, income and age have an effect on speakers’ linguistic choices. In regards to social networks, results showed that an analysis considering their structure and content can only partially explain individual linguistic behavior which suggests that a multidisciplinary approach may be more appropriate to provide a comprehensive account of phonological variation.

Al-Rojaie (2013) investigated the effect of linguistic and social factors (age, gender, and level of education) on the patterns of variation in the affrication of [ɡ] for [k] in the stem and suffix in the informal speech of 72 speakers of Qašmī, a local dialect of Najdi Arabic, spoken in the Qašm province in central Saudi Arabia. Findings indicate that affrication is significantly favoured in the phonological context of front vowels, particularly the high front ones. Whereas suffix-based affrication is categorically used as [ɡ], stem affrication is strongly correlated with the age, educational level, and gender of the speaker. In particular, older uneducated speakers from both sexes tend to maintain the use of the local variant [ɡ], whereas younger and middle-aged educated speakers, particularly women, increasingly shift toward the use of the supralocal variant [k]. The present findings are suggestive of patterns of variation that are typical in regional-dialect levelling, wherein the supralocal variant(s) associated with the major city dialect is (are) diffusing outward, at the expense of traditional and socially marked variant(s), by speakers of smaller towns’ dialects. The substantial socioeconomic changes that Saudi Arabia has undergone in the last half century are suggested to have triggered and accelerated the linguistic shift.

Ismail (2012) investigated young women’s and men’s speech in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia during a formal interview. She concluded that women recurrently employed vernacular pronunciation and showed greater use of dialectal Arabic lexicon, often distinctively more localized. Men, on the other hand, approximated more closely to Standard Arabic speech. In her descriptive account of the social meaning conveyed by speakers' code choices in relation to the social indexical effect of each variety. Ismail claimed that in the context of Arab patriarchy, each gender's preference for code choice can be explained by social and cultural norms that impose differential entitlements to the public sphere.

Al-Ali (2010) examined the social impact of gender and educational setting on patterns of variation in the use of /θ/, / ɖ ɟ/ by means of instrumental as well as auditory techniques. 40 male and female participants from two educational backgrounds were interviewed. The results indicated that gender and educational setting differences affect the use of linguistic variants. The results also revealed that men and individuals with high school education have a higher tendency to maintain the use of local variants, whereas women and individuals with university education have a higher tendency to adopt non-local prestigious variants. The paper concluded that male and female speech behaviour depends on social priority. Men are driven by the concept of masculinity and toughness, while women are driven by prestige and softness.

Oladipo Salami (1991) examined the application concept of social network to the process of language usage among Yoruba-speaking city dwellers in Ile-Ife, South-western Nigeria. The study, primarily examined phonetic/phonological variation within Common Spoken Yoruba (CmSpY). Adopting interviews as a methodological approach, the data showed that there is stratification within CmSpY on the basis of sociodemographic factors, yet, the variable of social network manifests a powerful influence on variation in Yoruba language usage and potential change within CmSpY in Ile-Ife.

Hussein & Embarki (2008) investigated the use of Kuwaiti Arabic within a social network made up within a diwaniyya through examining their participants’ social network. The idea is to know whether the structure of the diwaniyya can have an influence on the linguistic production of the speakers who gather in the diwaniyya and if they are brought to be influenced by each other. In addition, they perceived the reasons and analyzed how this influence concretely appears
and if the chief of the \textit{diwaniyya}, in the center of the social network, exerts an influence on his brothers and his friends, having an effect on their way of speaking. They focused on the sedentary speeches and Bedouin speeches, on their similarities and their differences. They mainly focused on the realization of the two phonemes /qaf/ and /ʤim/ according to the social belonging of the speakers and to the pressure exerted within the social network on the choice of phonological variables. Their results showed that several dialectal varieties coexist, based on religious and/or regional or ethnic criteria. The \textit{diwaniyya} manages to join together all the dialectal varieties which exist in Kuwait and mainly the Bedouin and urban varieties.

In her investigation of the Kuwaiti variation of [j] and [ʤ], Taqi (2010) investigated the speech of three Kuwaiti generations, descending from two different ethnic backgrounds; namely, Najdi and Ajami. She found that the Najdi- and most prestigious at the time- variant [j] was becoming more popular among the youngest generation, while the oldest generation showed very little change towards the prestigious variant. Taqi (ibid) concluded her study by stating that change in the Kuwaiti dialect seems to be constant as the effect of prestige and the change of social status seemed to have great impact on the realizations of certain variants.

3. Methodology

This study is meant to investigate the change of the status of the variants of the Kuwaiti variable (ʤ). The change of status of the variants of the variable (ʤ) will be examined across different social parameters; namely, gender, level of education, social network, neighborhood. Both quantitative and qualitative analysis will be fused. Percentages of the occurrence of the two variables and their variants in the speech of our informants will be quantified. By calculating the frequency index of the variants for the variable under investigation, we will then establish a social structure around findings.

SPSS software was used to calculate all tokens of the (ʤ) variable and its variants produced by each informant. The quantitative method was used to calculate the frequency index of the different variants for the different variants for the variable (ʤ) as shown below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency index of variants</th>
<th>Total number of occurrences of a particular variant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Of (ʤ)</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------- X 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of occurrences of all variants of (ʤ)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1 Identifying the subjects

40 informants of different genders, ages, educational backgrounds, and ethnic groups were interviewed. Recorded conversations were used as a technique to obtain spontaneous conversational speech from the informants. During conversations, key topics were specified with no fixed order of the questions, where the recordings did not take the form of a formal structured interview. The recordings were based on general discussion focused on social matters. The overall strategy during the conversations was to ask about broad issues and give the lead as much as possible to informants to freely discuss some of these issues. Traditionally in Kuwaiti social gatherings, men and women are separated. Men have their own gathering domains, and women have also their own. One of the most popular male domains is the Diwaniyah or parlour. The term originally referred to the section of a Bedouin tent where the menfolk and their visitors sat apart from the family. In the old city of Kuwait, it was the reception area where a man received his business colleagues and guests. Today the term refers both to a reception hall and the gathering held in it, and visiting or hosting a Diwaniyah is an indispensable feature of a Kuwaiti man’s social life. As a social event, a Diwaniyah takes place in special room or annex, which is usually, a segregated area from the rest of the man’s house. Only men are present, and the host’s job is to be hospitable and entertain his guests. Interviewing the males was carried out by the first author, while interviewing the female informants was carried out by the second and third authors. A total of five hours for each group were recorded. The data was then transcribed and statistically analyzed. The second step was to formally interview those informants whose speech has shown a change of status of the variable under discussion to seek social explanations.

Table 1 and 2 below shows the distribution of female and male informants successively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bedouin informants</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Neighborhood</th>
<th>Sedentary informants</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Neighborhood</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>University degree</td>
<td>Inner-city</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>University degree</td>
<td>Inner-city</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>University degree</td>
<td>Outer-city</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>University degree</td>
<td>Outer-city</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>Inner-city</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>Inner-city</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>Outer-city</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>Inner-city</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>Master’s degree</td>
<td>Inner-city</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Master’s degree</td>
<td>Inner-city</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Distribution of male informants (1-10, Bedouins; 11-20, Sedentary)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bedouin informants</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Neighborhood</th>
<th>Sedentary informants</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Neighborhood</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>University degree</td>
<td>Outer-city</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>University degree</td>
<td>Inner-city</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>2-years college degree</td>
<td>Outer-city</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>University degree</td>
<td>Inner-city</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>Inner-city</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>Inner-city</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>Inner-city</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>Master’s degree</td>
<td>Inner-city</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>Elementary</td>
<td>Outer-city</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>University degree</td>
<td>Inner-city</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>High school</td>
<td>Inner-city</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Community College degree</td>
<td>Outer-city</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>High school</td>
<td>Outer-city</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Community College degree</td>
<td>Inner-city</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Elementary</td>
<td>Inner-city</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>University degree</td>
<td>Inner-city</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>Illiterate</td>
<td>Outer-city</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>Elementary</td>
<td>Inner-city</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>Illiterate</td>
<td>Outer-city</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Illiterate</td>
<td>Inner-city</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Research questions

This paper attempts to answer the following questions:

1. Are Kuwait variants [j] and [ʤ] undergoing change of status?

2. Is there any significant differences in the occurrence of [j] and [ʤ] in the speech of Kuwaitis as far as gender, social network, level of education, and neighborhood are concerned?

4. Analysis & Discussion

It is essential to mention that all words (those borrowed from CA in particular) in which the variable under discussion does not vary were excluded. For example /ʤarida/ ‘a newspaper’, /muʤtamaʕ/ ‘society’, /ʤama:l/ ‘beauty’ were exempted simply because (ʤ) is always [ʤ]. Tables 3 and 4 below show the different realizations of the variants of the (ʤ) variable in the speech of female and male informants consecutively.

Table 3. The realization of the [j] and the [ʤ] variants of the (ʤ) variable in the speech of female informants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bedouin informants</th>
<th>[j]</th>
<th>[ʤ]</th>
<th>Sedentary informants</th>
<th>[j]</th>
<th>[ʤ]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>82.1%</td>
<td>17.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>96.6%</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
<td>97.2%</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>90.5%</td>
<td>10.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>91.6%</td>
<td>8.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.6%</td>
<td>93.7%</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>93.8%</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>95.6%</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>52.3%</td>
<td>47.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>97.9%</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>30.3%</td>
<td>69.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>58.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. The realization of the [j] and the [ʤ] variants of the (dʤ) variable in the speech of male informants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bedouin informants</th>
<th>Sedentary informants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.6% 98.3% 11</td>
<td>56.1% 43.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.8% 98.1% 12</td>
<td>60.7% 39.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0% 100% 13</td>
<td>45.3% 54.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.1% 95.8% 14</td>
<td>37.2% 62.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0% 100% 15</td>
<td>86.2% 13.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.6% 95.3% 16</td>
<td>13.9% 86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.5% 98.4% 17</td>
<td>15.5% 84.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.1% 96.8% 18</td>
<td>30.2% 69.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0% 100% 19</td>
<td>85.2% 14.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0% 100% 20</td>
<td>94% 5.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 above clearly shows that the occurrence of the variant [ʤ] in the speech of the Bedouin females is significantly higher than that of the sedentary females, with no change of the status of the (dʤ). On the other hand, the occurrence of the [j] variant in the speech of the sedentary females is significantly higher than that of the Bedouin females except for informants 16, 17, and 18. In order to account for the change of status in their speech, we looked closely into their social network links of which we may summarize as follow:

**Informant 16:** has moved to live outer city since she was 10 years old. She is more exposed to the [ʤ] variant as her strong social ties with her school friends (which is a significant norm enforcement mechanism) gives her a greater exposure and familiarity to use the Bedouin variant. This comprises with Milroy’s (1980) views reflected in the literature review above. Similarly, her family ties with relatives and inner city friends are characterized as weak ties, and through which linguistic change tends to be more predictable. Hence, the variable (ʤ) in the speech of informant 17 is more likely undergoing change as a result. This, too, comprises with views stated by Trudgill (1986).

**Informant 17:** is a sedentary female who is married to a Bedouin. Her husband is a PhD holder who moved to live inner city 8 years ago. She got married to him when she was 21 years old and went to live with him in the USA while he was doing his graduate studies. There, they lived in a neighborhood close to other Kuwaiti families. Most of these families were Bedouins. Similarly, these families consisted of male Bedouins who were university students and accompanied by their Bedouin wives. During the five years that she accompanied her husband in the USA, she had strong ties with these Bedouin females. It is unlikely for Bedouin husbands to let their wives mix with their male friends. It is a norm in the Bedouin tradition that whenever there is a family social gathering, females usually gather in a separate room to that of the men. Hence, due to the fact that she and all those female Bedouins were only housewives, they spent most of their time together whenever their husbands leave to school. Their relationship was one of a multiplex. In Kuwait, despite the fact that she and her husband live inner city, she still keeps strong ties with her same female friends who came back from the USA. In addition, she has also strong ties with her husband’s family. It is worthwhile mentioning that her husband has six other brothers five of which are married, and none of them is married to a sedentary. Ties with her own family are weak since she has no sisters and only one brother. Moreover, she claims that she probably meets with her cousins only once a year. In addition, because she left to the states when she was only 21, she has no sedentary friends in Kuwait. This social network clearly explains the somewhat high percentage of the occurrence of the [ʤ] variant in her speech.

**Informant 18:** is married to a Bedouin and moved to live with him outer city. She has been married for 22 years. Since her marriage, she moved to live in her husband’s family house. Actually, she and her husband are cousins, yet, her parents lived inner city all their lives. She was born inner city and she went to schools where all her friends were sedentary. She claims that she has rarely heard their parents saying [ʤ] instead of [j]. This might be justified in the light of the prestige notion. We have mentioned above that the [j] has always carried prestige. Her brothers and sisters, she claims have never used [ʤ] either. Examining our informant’s social network, and taking into consideration her age (49) which is considered an old age to Kuwaiti females, we see that she has strong ties with her mother-in-law and her husbands’ elder sisters. Again, she is a house wife and consequently she spends most of her time with her husband’s family. She claims that her parents’ family used to have a weekly social gathering and she used to go and visit every fortnight. But, since the death of her mother (11 years ago) and her father (7 years ago) she rarely visited her sisters and brothers. Through these week ties with her parents’ family and strong ties with her husband’s family that the change of
the use of the variable under discussion occurs. Moreover, the above analysis clearly shows that social network is a salient parameter in linguistic change.

Moving to our male informants, we see a completely phonological variation pattern. The statistical analysis shows that the [dʒ] variant does appear in the speech of most of the sedentary informants, namely, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, and 18, side by side with the [ʃ] variant. However, similar to the female Bedouin informants, our male Bedouin informants kept their [dʒ] variant consistently unchanged, while change has occurred in the speech of our sedentary informants.

It is worth mentioning at this point that informants 11 and 12 are close friends. They both live inner city with their families. They are still single. Both of them got their bachelor degrees from Britain. Informant 11 got his bachelor degree in petroleum engineering, and informant 12 got his bachelor degree in mechanical engineering. They met each other in Britain as they were both studying in the same university. Informant 11 claims that during his study in middle school and high school in Kuwait, all his friends were Bedouins. Moreover, he claims that during his study period in Britain, all his friends were Bedouins as well. Informant 12, on the other hand, claims that his friends in the middle school and high school were a mixture of Sedentary and Bedouins, yet his friends in his neighborhood in Kuwait were mostly Bedouins. Now that both are back to Kuwait, they both work for a petroleum company (KOC) where again all their colleagues are Bedouins too. During their spare time they either socialize with their friends in a diwaniya that is annexed to one of their friend’s family house, or they meet with their friends in a number of international cafes such as Starbucks, Costa, Second Cup, Nestle, and the like, where the younger generation use as alternatives to diwaniyas. In addition, during holidays they and their Bedouin friends travel out of town. As typical Kuwaiti single males, they rarely spend time with their family members. Yet again, the analysis above show that the social network of informants 11 and 12 is one of a multiplex with their friends. This clearly explains the occurrence of the [dʒ] variant in their speech of informant 11 (43.9%) and in the speech of informant 12 (39.4%).

Informant 13 and 14: are both married with children have got postgraduate degrees and whose social network is stronger with sedentary relatives and friends than Bedouin friends. The occurrence of the [dʒ] variant in their speech (54.6%), (62.7%) successively was unexpected. In a follow up interview, the two informants were directly asked about their excessive deployments of [dʒ] variant in their speech. Convincingly, they related to the fact that they hold higher degrees (Masters, and PhD) which are considered respectful titles in Kuwait. As a result, they further explained, they, most of the time, monitor their speech during social gatherings, where they accentuate their use of [dʒ] variant as it indicates highly educated ranking. They also claimed that whenever they listen to a person using the [ʃ] variant, they downgrade him. Interestingly, they claim that they perceive the [dʒ] variant as holding a more masculine connotation when compared to the more feminine [ʃ]. This beautifully corresponds to what the highly educated female informants stated. One of the female informants wondered if there were Kuwaiti women who would say[dʒ] instead of [ʃ]: “wow, she said, this is peculiar... I think they would sound like men”.

Informants 16 and 17 were both born outer city. All their school friends, teachers, and neighborhood friends are Bedouins. They claim that they and their brothers and sisters talk like Bedouins although they realize that they are not Bedouin. Despite the fact that the [ʃ] variant, they claim, is their mother tongue and that it does appear in their parents’ speech when they talk to them, yet, when their parents are with neighborhood friends, they mostly employ the [dʒ] variant. Moreover, they claim that whenever they visit their cousins who live inner city, though they rarely do, they and their brothers and sisters always feel that their cousins sound funny using the [ʃ] variant. They add that they don’t like it when their cousins come and visit them in their house. They always feel embarrassed, they say. This is because their friends in the neighborhood seize the opportunity to ridicule them because of the [ʃ] variant in their speech. The density and multiplexity in informant 16’s and 17’s social network shown in the above description may well account for high percentage (86%), (84.4%) successively, of the occurrence of the [dʒ] variant in their speech.

Informant 18: is 47 male sedentary who is married to a Bedouin female. The couple has been married for 23 years. Their marriage, he claims was against his parents’ wish as they wanted him to marry one of his cousin. It is worthwhile mentioning that getting married from different sects is hardly acceptable by most Kuwaiti families, and definitely, 23 years ago it was not acceptable. On the other hand, his wife’s family, especially, her parents, was not against their marriage at all. He claims that he runs his own business. It started very small but now his company has a number of branches in Saudi Arabia and Dubai. He frequently flies to Saudi Arabia to look after his business. His brother-in-law (his wife’s brother) takes care of the business in Dubai. Consequently, he meets with people from Saudi Arabia very often, either in Kuwait or in Saudi Arabia. We know from literature (e.g., Al-Roaie 2013; Hajji & Embarki, 2008; Johnstone 1963, 1965, 1967) that the [dʒ] variant is mainly used by people from Saudi Arabia. So, his contact with them actually was one reason for the occurrence of the [dʒ] variable in his speech. Moreover, his contact with his family members, he claims, is still very weak. However, he still keeps good relations with his sedentary friends.

The discussion above clearly shows that the variants[ʃ] and [dʒ] are undergoing change of status. The statistical analysis indicates that there are differences in the occurrence of the variants of the [ʃ] and [dʒ] in the speech of Kuwaitis with regard to social parameters, namely, gender, level of education, social network, and neighborhood. As far as gender is concerned, the analysis shows that the change of status in the speech of our male informants is statistically higher than that of females. The [ʃ] variant occurs more often in our female informants’ speech than that in the speech of our male informants. We have mentioned that the [dʒ] variant is the high variant and supposed to be more prestigious. Moreover, literature, e.g., (Taqi, 2010; Al-Wer 2007, 2002; Holes 1995; ) indicates that women tend to use prestige forms more
than men do. Our findings seem to contradict with previous research. Further research need to be carried out to verify our findings.

As to level of education, the statistical analysis shows that the occurrence of the [dzh] variant among our female informants is higher in the speech of the less educated than that of the more educated informants. On the contrary, and among our male informants, the statistical analysis shows that the occurrence of the [dzh] variant is higher in the speech of the more educated informants than that of the less educated informants.

The qualitative analysis, on the other hand shows that social network of both our male and female informants together with neighborhood are salient parameters in the change of the status of the phonological variable under discussion.

5. Conclusion

This paper revolved around phonological variation in Kuwait. It examined the change in status of both the variants [dzh] and [j] as variants of the variable (dzh) in the speech of Kuwaitis. A sociolinguistic investigation was drawn to see if the social parameters of gender, level of education, social network, and neighborhood could account for the change of status of the phonological variable under discussion. Results indicate that the [j] variant is undergoing change of status and that the social parameters under discussion well account for such a change. The researchers believe that the significant political and social changes that Kuwait has undergone recently have enhanced the linguistic shift. Therefore, future phonological status of the variants mentioned would be possible as it seems to depend heavily on the social and political dimensions of the Kuwaiti community.

The study’s findings imply a strong geopolitical shift of the powers that used to be associated with Sedentary Kuwaitis into Bedouin Kuwaitis. The study may therefore indicate an intensive socioeconomic and political turnover of the two competing social sects in the country, whereby Bedouins are more likely becoming the core group, and Sedentary Kuwaitis might be losing their power and becoming the periphery group. A follow up study on the same matter may look into the macro analysis that might have led to such a strong shift, particularly when someone considers the political recent instability of the country.
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